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This paper deals with the anisotropic chemical etching of various silicon plates etched in
EDP. Changes with orientation in geometrical features of etched surface and in the
etching shape of starting circular sections are systematically investigated. These etching
shapes are compared with shapes produced by etching in KOH and TMAH solutions;
This experimental study allows us to determine the dissolution slowness surface for the
EDP solution and to investigate the real influence of the etchant on two dimensional and
three dimensional etching shapes.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the last decade there is a continuous development of the chemical
etching of silicon crystal. Emphasis is placed on etchants used for the
bulk micromachining of silicon micromechanical devices [1 -7] such as
EDP [1, 5] and KOH [1-3] solutions or such TMAH based etchants
[6, 7] whose interest in micromachining is still in evaluation actually.
Most of works [1,4-6] were devoted to { 100} or { 110} surfaces even if
for mechanical sensors applications other orientations such as {hhl}
planes are of interest [8]. This paper replies to this need and an ex-
tensive study of the geometrical features of {hk0} silicon surfaces
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etched in an EDP solution is undertaken. In addition modifications
in the shape of starting circulate plates are also investigated. Finally
attempts are made to compare the behaviour for the three etchants
from a practical point of view with a special attention to EDP and
TMAH etchants which are known to be compatible with IC fab-
rication processes [1,6, 7].

2. EXPERIMENTALS

2.1. Experimental Details

Twelve differently-oriented silicon circular plates (1,5 mm thick) cor-
responding to the (hk0) planes listed in Table I were cut in a silicon
ingot. The two surfaces and the side contour of plates were mech-
anically lapped and then optically polished. The etching experiments
for the EDP etchant (ED: 75 ml, P: 24 g, H20:24 ml) were carried
out with an etching bath maintened at a constant temperature of
118 4-0.5C for successive periods of time. A glass refluxing system
was used to prevent composition change by loss of volatile matter.
Moreover various {hk0} plates suffer successive isotherral etch-

ings at 80 4- 0.5C in the two other etchants (35% KOH-water and
25% TMAH-water). After each isothermal etching the etch rates
were determined by using a "Palmer" instrument which provides
an accuracy of about 1 lxm.
The changes in starting circular cross-sections were investigated by

using a Talyrond analyser which generates magnified out-of-roundness
profiles with the superimposed least mean square circle.
The surface texture of etched silicon plates were examined by,

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and by atomic force microscopy
(AFM). The image software of the AFM includes surface profile plots
along selected lines. In addition surface profilometry traces were made
using a mechanical profilometer coupled with a computer.

TABLE Values for the angles of cut, o, and identification of Miller indices for the
corresponding (hkl) plane in the vicinity of the reference surface. Only Miller indices
smaller than 10 are indicated

o(deg.) 0 5 10 14 18 23 26 30 34 37 42 45

hk! 010 10 7410 .10 30 .10 40 320 7430 80 il0
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2.2. The Etch Rate

For the (hk0) plates the dissolution rate R (hk0) is identified as the
ratio of the decrement Ad in the thickness d over the duration of
isothermal etching t. Variations in the total decrement in thickness as
a function of the angle of cut o are shown in Figure for three
successive isothermal etchings. We observe that the etch rate is affected
by the total duration of etching and that in fact R is smaller at
the beginning of the etching process than after the second and
third isothermal etchings. This behaviour can be partly explained
by the progressive degradation of etched surfaces as discussed in
Section 2.3.
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FIGURE Evolution in the total decrement in thickness d (in tm) with the angle ofcut
qao for three successive isothermal etchings of At 15 min.
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2.3. Geometrical Features of Etched Surfaces

S.E.M. observations (Figs. 2 and 3) of the various (hk0) surfaces
reveal that, for a given cut, the two surfaces are entirely covered by
dissolution figures fitted into each other whose geometrical features
are characteristic of the angle of cut qao. In particular as the angle of
cut increases from 0 to 45 we observe (Fig. 2) the formation of flat
hillocks ((100) plane, Fig. 2a), of somewhat convex pits (in the vicinity
of (120) plane, Figs. 2d and 2e) or of very fiat grooves ((110) plane,
Fig. 3). These characteristic dissolution figures develop in the first
stage of etching and prolonged etchings induce an increase in the
lateral size of dissolution figures (Fig. 3). For convenience Table II
summarizes briefly the main features of dissolution figures as viewed
on the SEM images of Figures 2 and 3. Moreover it is also of inter-
est to study the influence of the total duration of etching on the

FIGURE 2 SEM images of some (hl0) plates after etching in EDP. Cases of o 0
(a), o 10 (b), po 14 (c), q0o=23 (d), o=26 (e), q0o=34 (f), q0o=37 (g),
Oo 42 (h).
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FIGURE 3 SEM images of some (h0) plates after 15 min etching ((a) for +9o 30,
(c) for +9o=45), and after 45min etching ((b) for +90= 30, (d) for +90=45).

TABLE II Geomentrical features of final dissolution figures as revealed by SEM
examination of Figure 2

Angle of cut +90 (0) Generalfeatures

10
14
18
26

30
37
42
45

Flat pits
Bumpy dissolution figures aligned along the rotated axis X
Features close to those related to +90 10
Features close to those related to +90 14
Bumpy hillocks partly bounded by "limiting facets and aligned
along X’ axis
Hillocks aligned along X’ and composed of "limiting facets"
Elongated hillocks composed of limiting facets
Grooves aligned along the X’ axis
Flat concave grooves aligned along the X’ axis

degradation of etched surfaces. For this purpose surface profilometry
traces were made along two specific directions of the (hk0) plates
namely the [001] axis and the rotated axis x. At the end of each
etching stage surface profiles and corresponding distributions of slopes
were extracted from the digitalized surface traces.
Note that distributions of slopes correspond to surface profiles as

measured by the stylus instrument and not to profiles as obtained after
determination of a straight mean reference line by splitting and
filtering. For convenience we present only results (Figs. 4 to 5) related
to two plates which exhibit different behaviours: the (011) plate and
the (730) plate. Effectively, plates with an angle of cut o in the range
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FIGURE 4 X’ profilometry traces made on the (30) plate after 15 min (a), 30 min (b)
and 45 min (c) isothermal etching; A, B, C are the corresponding slope distributions.

[10,37] behave as the (30) plate. Moreover the progressive de-
gradation of plates very close from (001) or {011} surfaces ressemble
crudely to that observed for {011 ) plates. As examples, Figures 4 and
5 illustrate, for the two (730) and (011) plates the evolution of the
X’ profilometry traces with the total duration etching t. Because etch-
ing causes rapidly the formation of dissolution figures (Fig. 3) which
possess stable geometrical features slope distributions do not marked-
ly change with t. But if we turn attention on vertical (Rmax) and
horizontal (LH) descriptors of profilometry traces we observe a
continuous evolution of the lateral extent LH (Figs. 4 and 5) and for
some plates (Fig. 4,) a slight increase in Rmax with prolonged etching.
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FIGURE 5 X’ profilometry traces made on the (011) plate after 15 min (a), 30 min (b)
and 45 min (c) isothermal etching; A, B, C are the corresponding slope distributions.

Readers are also invited to examine Tables IV and V which give for
various cuts complementary results on Rmax as well as on the angu-
lar range of slope distributions. Because Figure 2 reveals that the
dissolution process is only governed by the orientation, o, of plates
we can now concentrate our study on final X’ and [001] profilometry
traces collected in Figure 6.
We observe that the general shape of X’ traces changes progres-

sively from concave ([010] plate) alternate concave-convex, convex
([.10] plate), alternate convex-concave and finally concave ([10]
plate) when the angle of cut, o, varies from 0 to 45. In contrast, for
[001] traces, two fundamental etching shapes are depicted in Figures
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d

FIGURE 6 X final profilometry traces for successives plates (a) =0, (b) 10, (c)

= 26, (d) = 34, (e) 37 and (f) 45. A to F are the corresponding Z final
profilometry traces.

6A to 6F: concave for [010] and [110] plates and convex for o ranging
from 10 to 37.
Moreover numerical treatment of traces (Fig. 7) allows us to follow

changes in the root-mean square roughness Rq and in the horizontal
descriptior Lri with orientation. As these two parameters are of prime
importance for micromachining applications complementary plots
which illustrate the influence of the angle of cut o are displayed in
Figure 7.

Figure 7a indicates that the degradation of etched surfaces is more
marked for (k0) plates lying between (210) and (3,30) plates with an
r.m.s, roughness Rq which reaches 1,2 lxm or more for the two traces
made along X’ and [001] axes. It should be also noticed that for these
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FIGURE 7 (a) Evolution of the root-mean-square roughness parameter Rq with o
along X’ axis and along (100) axis . Variation of the horizontal descriptor LH with
o along respectively X’ (b) and (010) axis (c).

orientations the parameter Rmax can take values higher than 10tm
after 45min etching. Moreover examination of Figures 7b and 7c
reveals that for o in the range [10, 37] the horizontal description LH
remains unsensitive to orientation for the two traces investigated here.
In fact only [010] and [i 10] plates depart from this behaviour with a
very large lateral extent in the X’ direction and with subsequent a very
moderate surface degradation characterized by Rq < 0,5 tm (Fig. 7a).

2.4. Etched Cross-sectional Sections

First it is of interest to undertake a study of changes in the shape of
out-of-roundness profiles with the total duration of etching in order to
show how cross-sectional shapes are altered by prolonged etching. For
this purpose successive diagrams as obtained after the three etching
stages are shown in Figure 8 for two different cross-sections. After a
critical etching time, to, of about 30 min out-of-roundness profiles of
Figures 8c and 8C exhibit a characteristic shape with in particular
the formation of peaks and valleys whose angular positions seem
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FIGURE 8 Evolution of out-of-roundness profiles related to (30) (a,b,c) and (110)
(A,B, C) for At= 15 min, At= 30min and At=45 min.

to remain unaffected by prolonged etching showing here again the
stability of the etching process. We note also that very rough dis-
solution figures are produced on the contour of plates so that sec-
ondary peaks appear on the final diagrams (Figs. 8c and 8C) which
can mask the possible presence of secondary maxima or minima on the
final out-of-roundness profiles. Nevertheless approximate final shapes
(Fig. 9) can be proposed for the out-of-roundness profiles related to
various etched (k0) cross-sections. Examination of these final profiles
reveals several interesting features.

(i) The four-fold symmetry about the [010] axis and the combined
two-fold and mirror symmetries associated with {100} axes are
verified by (010) and (hk0) etched plates respectively, as expected
for class m3m. Thus the etching process is essentially determined
by orientation.

(ii) The most important changes in the general shape of etched cross-
sections are observed for qao ranging from 0 to 18 with in
particular the progressive modification in the peak M1 centered on
the X’ axis. Moreover for 23 <_ o <_ 45 all final profiles (Figs. 8c
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FIGURE 9 Orientation effect in the final out-of-roundness profiles related to various
(hk0) sections. (a) to (f) are for o=0, = 10, = 18, =26, =37 and =45.
(iii)

and 9c to 9f) exhibit general shapes which at the first sight seem
close together.
Owing to the stability of the dissolution process we can study
effects of the angle of cut on the angular positions, M and
of major peaks and valleys detected on the various profiles of
Figure 9. For qao in the range [260,45] all out-of-roundness
profiles are characterized by the progessive increase in the
maximum M2 (Figs. 9c to 9f). The angular position of this
maximum as measured (Figs. 9d to 9f) with respect the X’ axis
is found to be XI/M2 36. Thus in fact this peak is associated
with the dissolution slowness , ( 111} [2] related to (111 } planes
which etch very slowly.

3. DISCUSSION

At this point it seems interesting to compare behaviours for EDP,
KOH 35% [2, 5] and TMAH 25% in weight [7] with a special attention
on results which are of practical interest for wet micromachining. First
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of all let us consider the etch rates of various {hk0} planes for the three
etching baths. In practice the temperature of etching is determined
by the nature of the etching bath [6] so it seems more appropriate
to undertake comparison for etch rates, Rhko)/Rloo, normalized
with respect to { 100} plane. Normalized rates collected in Table III
illustrate conveniently changes induced by the angle of cut o. We
observe that the overall change in Rhko/Rloo is more marked for
EDP etchant than for the two other etching solutions. In contrast with
KOH 35% and TMAH 25% { 100} and { 110} planes exhibit quite
similar etch rates for EDP. For the three etchants the maximun etch
rate occurs for plates close to { 120} plane and it is more accentuated
for EDP. This behavior is in close agreement with that reported in
litterature, [2,5-7] in particular discrepancies less than 10% are
observed for the normalized R{llo}/R{loo} etch rate in KOH [2] and
TMAH [6, 7]. Thus Table III reveals that the anisotropy of the
chemical attack by EDP differs from that characterizing the other
etching solutions.
Now emphasis must be placed on the degradation of etched

surfaces. Previously published SEM images on surfaces etched in
KOH 35% [2,9] and TMAH 25% [7,9] show that in fact the
geometrical features of dissolution figures produced by EDP on {hk0)
plates ressemble crudely to those formed by TMAH. Differences are
observed only for (110} plane with grooves which are flatter and more
elongated in EDP than in TMAH. This observation may be correlated
to the deviations in corresponding normalized R{o)/R{loo} etch rates

(Tab. III). Moreover for qOo in the range (23-37) dissolution figures
produced by the KOH 35% solution are more rounded that those
formed by EDP. Tables IV and V give more information on the
degradation of etched surfaces. Comparison of final slope distribu-

TABLE III Values of normalized etch rates, R{hk0}/
Rlo01 for the three etchants

Etchants

o() EDP KOH 35% TMAH 25%

14 1,85 1,59 1,78
26 2,74 2,19 2,05
34 1,72 2,08 1,9
45 1,08 1,94 1,6
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TABLE IV Final distributions of slopes as measured from X’ and [001] profilometry
traces made on {hk0} surfaces deeply by the three etchants

EDP TMAH 25% KOH 35%

qo() X’ axis [001] axis X’ axis [001] axis X’ axis [001] axis

0 4- 2,5 4- 2,5 4- 3 4- 3 4- 2 4- 2
10 -4, +6 4- 8 -5o,+9 4- 3 4- 5 4- 5
18 -7, +18 4-20 4- 1,5 +3 -4,+6 4-6
26 16, + 13 4- 22 -9,+8 4- 16 4- 4 -4- 7
37 16, + 8 4- 24 10, + 5 4- 14 9, + 7 4- 10
45 4- 4- 4- 1.5 4- 1,5 + 2 + 14

TABLE V Values of maximum peak to valley roughness, Rmax,
evaluated on {hk0} surfaces etched 45 min in EDP and KOH

Rmax (lAm)

tpo (o) EDP KOH 35%

0 8 4
10 6,1 1,8
14 18 1,4
23 21,7 1,5
26 28,2 3
37 22,5 4
42 23 3
45 0,9 2,4

tions (Tab. IV) reveals that more surfaces are covered by slopy
dissolution figures when etched by EDP and that the angular range of
slopes is the more reduced for KOH 35% ({110} plane excepted).
Values for the maximum peak to valley roughness, Rmax, as evaluated
from profilometry traces made on {hk0} surfaces etched in EDP and
KOH which behave differently are collected in Table V. As soon as the
orientation of plates deviates from 14 from { 100} plane and from 3
from { 110} planes the parameter Rmax can reach values greater than

181xm for EDP where as values smaller than 4tm are usually
measured for KOH. It must be also outlined that Rrnax is very small
(Rmax 0,91m) for {110} surfaces etched in EDP in contrast with
behaviour for KOH.
As geometrical features of etched {hk0} surfaces depend on the

orientation of plates it might be of interest to follow theoretically the
changes in dissolution figures and surface roughness with the angle of
cut qo. This may be done using the simulator TENSOSIM [10, 11]
based on the tensorial model for the anisotropic dissolution [12-14]
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provided the database of the simulator composed of dissolution
constants was determined from experiments. It has been previously
shown [15, 16] that by analysing changes in 2D etching shapes such as
out-of-roundness profiles and profilometry traces it becomes possible
to evaluate the dissolution constants. The data-base is sufficiently
accurate when we start with X1 profilometry traces and {hk0} out-of-
roundness profiles whose progressive evolutions with o are easily
distinguishable. Experimental results of Sections 2.3 and 2.4 reply to
this need. Consequently tentative will be made in a future paper to
firstly determine the database for EDP and secondly derive theoretical
2D etching shapes.

4. CONCLUSION

Changes in etch rate and in geometrical features of etched {hk0}
surfaces are extensively studied and then compared with results related
to other etchants (KOH 35%, TMAH 25%). The chemical attack in
EDP is highly anisotropic and lead to a marked degradation of etched
surfaces for qOo in the range [10-42].
However { 110} plates are rather polished by EDP and the roughness

of { 100} plates is quite the same for EDP, KOH and TMAH. So these
two orientations are interesting for micromachining applications.
Changes in the shape of out-of-roundness profiles with the angle of cut
reveal the influence of { 111 } plane for qOo in the range (26 -45) and a
progressive evolution of shapes which can be conveniently used to
evaluate the dissolution constants characterizing the anisotropy of the
EDP etchant.
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